
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
Cancer
Artificial intelligence (AI) is a

machine’s ability to perform

functions that are usually

thought of as intelligent human

behaviors, such as learning,

reasoning, and solving

problems. Computers derive

this ability from algorithms that

enable the use of data to make

predictions or to create new

content. AI algorithms can

detect patterns in large

amounts of data and identify

relationships among pieces of

data that cannot be easily

perceived by the human brain.

In recent years, advances in three areas—methods and

algorithms for training AI models, computer hardware needed

to train these models, and access to large volumes of cancer

data such as imaging, genomics, and clinical data—have

converged, leading to promising new applications of AI in

cancer research.

These new applications include understanding and predicting

biological mechanisms, finding and leveraging patterns in

clinical data to improve patient outcomes, and disentangling

complex epidemiological, behavioral, and real-world data.

Implemented in an ethical and scientifically rigorous manner,

these uses of AI have the potential to rapidly advance cancer

research and create better health outcomes for all.

AI presents an
unprecedented
opportunity to
advance our
understanding of
cancer and improve
care for people with
cancer.
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AI in
Cancer
Research
Discover
the latest
artificial
intelligence
(AI)
funding
opportunities
and
events
o!ered
by NCI to
advance
cancer
research.

Is AI
Ready
to
Play a
Role in
Colorectal
Cancer

AI applications in cancer research and
care

NCI research is advancing the use of AI

across the spectrum of cancer research

and care, including mechanisms of

cancer, cancer screening and diagnosis,

drug discovery, cancer surveillance,

and health care delivery.

Advancing fundamental
knowledge of cancer biology
AI methods are being applied to

advance knowledge about mechanisms

of cancer initiation, progression, and

metastasis. For example:

The body of scientific literature

provides a vast resource of

information and knowledge on

cancer. Artificial intelligence experts are taking advantage

of large language models to develop new computational

tools to improve knowledge extraction from research

publications.

As part of the collaboration between NCI and the

Department of Energy, researchers are using AI to

simulate the atomic behavior of the RAS protein, one of

the most commonly mutated proteins in cancer. A

better understanding of how RAS interacts with other

proteins could help scientists find new avenues to target

cancer-causing mutations in the RAS gene.

Expediting cancer screening,
detection, and diagnosis
AI is helping to improve the speed,

accuracy, and reliability of some cancer

screening and detection methods. For

example:

•

•

https://www.cancer.gov/research/resources/ai-cancer-research
https://www.cancer.gov/news-events/cancer-currents-blog/2023/colonoscopy-cad-artificial-intelligence
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/38313267/
https://datascience.cancer.gov/collaborations/nci-department-energy-collaborations/admirral


Screening?
Computer-
aided
detection
needs
further
refinement
to detect
advanced
adenomas,
according
to two
studies.

The Food and Drug Administration

has authorized the marketing of AI-

based software to help pathologists

identify areas of prostate biopsy

images that may contain cancer.

Medical images such as

mammograms can be rapidly

processed with the help of AI,

allowing radiologists to focus their

time on other tasks that require

their technical judgement. NCI-

supported research has shown that

AI imaging algorithms not only

improve breast cancer detection on mammography but

can also help predict long-term risk of invasive breast

cancers.

NCI scientists are using AI to improve cervical and prostate

cancer screening. One group of NCI researchers and their

collaborators developed a deep learning approach for the

automated detection of precancerous cervical lesions from

digital images.

Useful Definitions
Generative AI: AI that generates new content based on

patterns learned from existing data.

Predictive AI: AI that makes predictions about new

data based on patterns learned from existing data.

Large language model: AI that understands and

generates human-like text by analyzing vast amounts of

written-language data.

Explainable AI: AI that allows humans to understand

and trust how the model makes its predictions or

decisions.

Accelerating cancer drug discovery
AI is being used in many ways to develop new treatments for

•

•

•

https://www.cancer.gov/news-events/cancer-currents-blog/2023/colonoscopy-cad-artificial-intelligence
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/fda-authorizes-software-can-help-identify-prostate-cancer
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/37104728/
https://www.cancer.gov/news-events/press-releases/2020/automated-dual-stain-cervical


AI Tool
Helps
Predict
Responses
to
Cancer
Drugs
In a trial,
the tool
accurately
predicted
how
individual
cells
would
respond
to single
drugs
and drug
combinations.

cancer through novel approaches to drug discovery and

design, drug repurposing, and predicting patient responses to

treatment. For example:

NCI researchers and their colleagues have employed AI to

help predict how immune cells called T cells will respond to

tumors. They used machine learning to find patterns

within a large volume of human and mouse T-cell

activation data and predict T-cell behavior with the aim of

improving immunotherapies.

New AI methods are helping researchers study the

biological mechanisms of drug response. For example,

NCI-supported researchers have developed predictive AI

models that use deep learning to provide a map of

common drug response pathways.

Facilitating precision cancer treatment

Precision oncology is an approach to

cancer care in which information about

a tumor, such as tumor biomarkers, are

used to guide treatment. This form of

cancer care often involves analyzing a

large amount of data with advanced

computational approaches to help

physicians make decisions. For

example:

AI technology may help to expedite

genetic subtyping of brain tumor

tissue during a patient’s surgery,

dramatically speeding up treatment

decisions for these patients.

NCI-funded researchers have

developed an AI model that can

predict survival outcomes for

patients with invasive,

nonmetastatic breast cancer using

digital pathology slide images.

AI methods can also be used to better integrate multiple

•

•

•

•

•

https://www.cancer.gov/news-events/press-releases/2024/ai-tool-matches-cancer-drugs-to-patients
https://ccr.cancer.gov/news/milestones-2023/how-t-cells-see-the-world
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/38236062/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/36959422/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/38012314/


Can
Chatbots
Correctly
Answer
Questions

data types from patients to improve clinical decision

making. For example, NCI-funded researchers have

developed AI methods to combine histopathology data

and molecular data to predict outcomes from patients with

brain cancer that perform better than models using one

data type.

Improving cancer surveillance 
Cancer surveillance is the ongoing collection of patient

information and cancer statistics. AI methods are being used

to accelerate information extraction for surveillance reporting

and to identify patterns in population-level cancer data. For

example:

A collaboration between NCI and the Department of

Energy called Modeling Outcomes Using Surveillance Data

and Scalable Artificial Intelligence for Cancer (MOSSAIC) is

using AI approaches to submit data to NCI’s Surveillance,

Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) program more

quickly. As part of this e!ort, scientists developed AI

algorithms to extract tumor features automatically from

unstructured clinical text, saving thousands of hours of

manual processing time. This process will help researchers

better understand how new diagnostic methods,

treatments, and other factors a!ect patient outcomes.

NCI-supported researchers are developing deep learning

algorithms trained on population-level disease data to

predict a person’s risk of pancreatic cancer, paving the way

for early detection.

Large language models for electronic health record

surveillance are helping researchers better understand

social determinants of health that may be critical for

preventing, detecting, and treating cancer.

Improving access to cancer
care
AI tools could also help make high-

quality care accessible to more

patients, even those who live far from

•

•

•

https://www.cancer.gov/news-events/cancer-currents-blog/2023/chatbots-answer-cancer-questions
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/36991216/
https://datascience.cancer.gov/collaborations/nci-department-energy-collaborations/mossaic
https://seer.cancer.gov/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31710668/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/37156936/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41746-023-00970-0
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AI
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cancer
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from
reputable
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but their
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can
include
errors.

cancer specialists or in low-resource

settings, potentially helping to reduce

cancer health disparities.

With the emergence of chatbots,

cancer researchers are probing

whether this technology can be

used in cancer care. Some studies

have suggested that chatbots could

help provide patients with tailored

cancer information and even help

draft physician responses to patient

questions.

Challenges and
opportunities for AI in cancer research

AI presents an unprecedented opportunity for rapid advances

in understanding of cancer biology and optimization of patient

care. However, if data used to train AI models are not

appropriately diverse and representative of the broader

population, these models can perpetuate medical bias. There

is a need for broadly accepted and adopted standards for

development of AI and machine learning models to mitigate

bias and ensure reproducibility.

There is also a need for further randomized clinical trials to

validate applications of AI and machine learning technologies

in clinical practice. And advancing explainable artificial

intelligence will be essential to integrate AI and machine

learning technologies into clinical workflows. 

NCI is committed to supporting research aimed at addressing

these challenges and advancing the development of AI

methods that will accelerate the e!ort to end cancer as we

know it. 

•

Related Resources

Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Cancer Research

https://www.cancer.gov/news-events/cancer-currents-blog/2023/chatbots-answer-cancer-questions
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/37152273/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC10159259/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/37115527/
https://www.cancer.gov/research/resources/ai-cancer-research
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